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Abstrat: An e�etive way to assemble partial views of a distributed system is to om-pute their produt. Given two languages of message sequene harts generated by messagesequene graphs, we address the problem of omputing a message sequene graph that gen-erates their produt. Sine all MSCs generated by a message sequene graph may be runwithin �xed bounds on the message hannels, a subproblem is to deide whether the onsid-ered produt is existentially bounded. We show that this question is undeidable but turnsdeidable in the restrited ase where all shared events belong to the same proess. For thisase, we propose su�ient onditions under whih a message sequene graph representingthe produt an be onstruted.Key-words: Senarios, produt, partial orders, omposition, distributed systems
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Produits de Message Sequene ChartsRésumé : Les produits sont un moyen e�etif de aluler des vues partuielles de om-portements de systèmes distribués. Etant donnés deux langages de Message Sequene Chartsengendrés par des MSC graphes, nous étudions la question du alul d'un MSC graphe en-gendrant leur produit. Puisque tous les MSCs engendrés par un MSC graphe peuvent êtreexéutés sans dépasser une ertaine borne sur le ontenu des anaux de ommuniation (onparle de borne existentielle) un sous-problème est de déider si le produit onsidéré est exis-tentiellement borné. Nous montrons que ette question est indéidable dans le as général,mais devient déidable dès que l'on restreint le produit à des MSC graphes dont les événe-ments ommuns sont loalisés sur un unique proessus. Pour e as, nous proposons desonditions su�santes pour que le MSC graphe engendrant le produit de deux langages deMSC graphes puisse être onstruit.Mots-lé : Sénarios, produit, ordres partiels, omposition, systèmes distribués



Produts of Message Sequene Charts 3Contents1 Introdution 32 Bakground 43 Mixed Produt of MSC-languages 64 Bounds for MSCs and Produts. 85 Monitored produt of MSC-languages 96 Cheking Existential Boundedness 107 CMSC-graph representation of a Monitored Produt 208 Conlusion 261 IntrodutionSenario languages, and in partiular Message Sequene Charts (MSCs) have met a onsid-erable interest over the last deade. MSCs allow for the desription of distributed systemsexeutions, and their visual aspet made them popular in the engineering ommunity. Sev-eral di�ult problems suh as raes, on�uene, model heking have been addressed forMSCs and their variants. For a reent survey of Message Sequene Charts (MSCs) andMessage Sequene Graphs (MSC-graphs), we refer the reader to [4, 7℄. We feel that twoproblems about MSCs and MSC-graphs need to be addressed before design engineers anenvisage serious appliations. One question is how to implement MSC-languages given byMSC-graphs. Apart from the restrited ase of Loal Choie (C)MSC-graphs [6, 5℄, thisproblem has reeived no satisfatory solution, sine either deadloks arise from the imple-mentation [11, 3℄, or implementation may exhibit unspei�ed behaviors [1℄. An even morebasi issue is how to model a system using an MSC-graph. For instane, how to desribe theommon behavior of several MSC-graph modules re�eting di�erent aspets of a distributedsystem. A �rst attempt in this diretion [8℄ de�nes the amalgamation of MSC graphs as alifted version of the merge of their basi MSC bloks (or bMSCs).We propose here a di�erent, more �exible operation of produt of MSC-languages, as-suming they do not share any message (whih is allowed in the amalgamation of MSCsonsidered in [8℄), but they an share internal events. The produt we hoose is the mixedprodut of MSCs, that amounts to shu�ing their respetive events on eah proess, si-multaneously and independently, exept for the shared events that are not interleaved butoalesed. The objetive of the work started here is to be able to ompute the aggregationof MSC-graph desriptions of subsystems, thus yielding support to the modular design ofdistributed systems.
RR n�0123456789



4 P. Darondeau, B.Genest and L.HélouëtAn important feature of MSC-graphs (or more generally safe CMSC-graphs) is existen-tial boundedness [9℄, that is there exists an upper bound on the ontents of the messagehannels, within whih all MSCs in the language an be run. In order to have an MSC-graph representation, the produt must be existentially bounded. This is the main problemsolved in this paper. We show that knowing whether the produt of two MSC-graphs isexistentially bounded is undeidable. However, if the shared events belong to only one pro-ess, then this question beomes deidable. One a produt is known to be existentiallybounded, results on representative linearizations of [3℄ an be used. In brief, languagesof MSCs de�ned by the globally ooperative sublass of safe CMSC-graphs have regularsets of linear representatives, where the regular representations an be omputed from theCMSC-graphs and onversely. Given two globally ooperative CMSC-graphs suh that theirprodut is existentially bounded, this produt an be represented with a globally ooperativeCMSC-graph.The authors of [3℄ assume FIFO ommuniation between proesses and they ignore theontents of messages in the de�nition of MSCs. The FIFO assumption would fore a om-pliated de�nition of the produt of MSCs (beause mixing two di�erent �ows of messagesbetween two proesses needs not preserve the FIFO ondition). Therefore, we impose herethe weaker requirement that messages with idential ontents do not overtake one another-as was assumed in [1℄. We adapt to this di�erent framework the orrespondene establishedin [3℄.The note is organized as follows. Setion 2 realls the bakground of MSCs and MSC-graphs. Setion 3 introdues the mixed produt of MSC-languages. Setion 4 realls thede�nition of existential hannel bounds for MSC-languages. It is shown in setions 5 and 6that one an in general not hek the existential boundedness of the mixed produt of twoexistentially bounded MSC-languages, whereas a deision is possible whenever the sharedevents belong to a single proess. Setion 7 de�nes for that speial ase an operation ofmixed produt on CMSC-graphs.2 BakgroundTo begin with, we reall here the usual de�nition of ompositional Message Sequene Charts(CMSCs for short), whih desribe exeutions of ommuniating protools, and of CMSC-graphs, whih are generators of CMSCs sets. Let P , M, and A be �xed �nite sets ofproesses, messages and ations, respetively. Proesses may perform send events S, reeiveeventsR and internal events I. That is, the set of types of events of an MSC is E = S[R[IwhereS = fp ! q (m) j p; q 2 P ; p 6= q;m 2 Mg,R = fp ? q (m) j p; q 2 P ; p 6= q;m 2 Mg, andI = fp (a) j p 2 P ; a 2 Ag. For eah p 2 P , we let Ep = Sp[Rp[ Ip where Sp, Rp, and Ip arethe restritions of S,R, and I, respetively, to the onsidered proess p (e.g., p ? q (m) 2 Sp).De�nition A ompositional Message Sequene ChartM is a tupleM = (E; �; �; (<p)p2P )where� E is a �nite set of events, with types �(e) given by a labelling map � : E ! E ,� for eah p 2 P , <p is a total order on Ep = ��1(Ep), INRIA



Produts of Message Sequene Charts 5� � : E ! E is a partially de�ned, injetive mapping,� if �(e1) = e2 then �(e1) = p ! q (m) and �(e2) = q ? p (m) for some p; q and m,� if e1 <p e01, �(e1) = �(e01) = p ! q (m) and �(e01) is de�ned, then �(e1) <q �(e01) (inpartiular, �(e1) is de�ned).� the union < of [p2P <p and [e2E f(e; �(e))g is an ayli relation.� M is an MSC if the partial map � is a bijetion between ��1(S) and ��1(R).De�nition 2 extends the original de�nition of [3℄ mainly in that the ommuniationsbetween an ordered pair of proesses are not neessarily FIFO, but weakly FIFO. That is,there are as many FIFO hannels from p to q as there are types of events p ! q (m). Thehoie of weak FIFO over FIFO is for ease of use mainly, sine the mixed produt ouldmess the FIFO restrition. However, we do believe that results similar to those presentedhere would apply with the usual FIFO restrition, albeit with more tehnialities.Given a MSC X = (E; �; �; (<p)p2P), let �X be the re�exive and transitive losure ofthe relation < from Def. 2. A linear extension of X is an enumeration of E ompatible with�X . A (linear) representation of X is the image of a linear extension of X under the map� : E ! E (hene it is a word of E�). Let Lin(X) denote the set of linear representationsof X . For a set X of MSCs, let Lin(X ) denote the union of Lin(X) for all X 2 X .Linearizations an be de�ned irrespetive of MSCs as follows:De�nition Let Lin � E� be the set of all words w suh that for all p; q andm, the numberof ourrenes q ? p (m) is at most equal to the number of ourrenes p ! q (m) in every pre�xv of w, and both numbers are equal for v = w.Any linear extension w of an MSC belongs to Lin. Conversely, a word w = �1 : : : �n 2 Linis a linear extension of Ms(w) = (f1; : : : ; ng; �; �; (<p)) with:� �(i) = �i and i <p j if i < j & �i; �j 2 Ep,� �(i) = j if the letter �i = p ! q (m) ours n times in �1 : : : �i and the letter �j = q ? p (m)ours n times in �1 : : : �j for some p; q;m; n.De�nition Two words w;w0 2 Lin are equivalent (notation w � w0) if Ms(w) andMs(w0) are isomorphi. For any language L � Lin, we write [L℄ = fw j w � w0; w0 2 Lg.A language L � Lin(X ) is a representative set for X if L \ Lin(X) 6= ; for all X 2 X , orequivalently, if [L℄ = Lin(X ).We dedue the following properties. For any MSC X , Lin(X) is an equivalene lassin Lin. For any MSC X and for any w 2 Lin, w 2 Lin(X) if and only if X is isomor-phi to Ms(w). A similar property does not hold for arbitrary CMSCs. For instane,(p ! q (m)) (q ? p (m)) (q ? p (m)) belongs to Lin(X) for two di�erent CMSCs X , where thesend event is mathed by � either with the �rst or with the seond reeive event.We de�ne the onatenation X1 �X2 of two CMSCs Xi = (Ei; �i; �i; (<ip)p2P) as the setof CMSCs X = (E1 ℄ E2; �1 ℄ �2; �; (<p)p2P) suh that:� � \ (Ei �Ei) = �i and <p \ (Ei �Ei) =<ip for i 2 f1; 2g and p 2 P ,� e 2 E2 and e �X e0 entail e0 2 E2 for all e; e0 2 E1 ℄ E2.We let X1 � X2 be the union of X1 � X2 for all Xi 2 Xi, i 2 f1; 2g. We an now give adesription of sets of MSCs with rational operations.
RR n�0123456789



6 P. Darondeau, B.Genest and L.Hélouët
Login
NOK

OK
syn

Client Server Client Server

Figure 1: Identi�ation Senario G1.
Searh
Void

Content
syn

Client Server Client Server

Figure 2: Searhing Senario G2.De�nition A CMSC-graph is a tuple G = (V;!;�; V 0; V f ) where (V;!) is a graph,V 0; V f � V are the subsets of initial or �nal verties, respetively, and � maps eah vertexv to a CMSC �(v). We de�ne L(G) as the set of all MSCs in �(v0) ��(v1) � : : : ��(vn) wherev0; v1 : : : ; vn is a path in G from some initial vertex v0 2 V 0 to some �nal vertex vn 2 V f .The CMSC-graph G is safe if any suh set �(v0) � : : : � �(vn) ontains at least one MSC.Intuitively, the semantis of CMSC-graphs is de�ned using the omposition of the CMSCslabeling the verties met along the paths in these graphs. Notie that �(v0) � : : : � �(vn)may ontain an arbitrary number of CMSCs, but at most one of these CMSCs is an MSC.An example of a non-safe CMSC-graph is G = (V;!;�; fv0g; fvfg) where V = fv0; vfg,v0 ! vf , the CMSC �(v0) has a single event labelled with q ? p (m), and the CMSC �(vf )has a single event labeled with p ! q (m). Indeed the two events annot be mathed by �in �(v0) � �(vf ). Figures 1 and 2 show two (C)MSC-graphs. Their nodes are labeled withMSCs. Conatenating OK and the loal event syn gives an MSC with 3 events. Thereeption of OK and the event syn are unordered (in G1). On the ontrary, the event synand the reeption of Void are ordered (in G2).A safe CMSC-graph G may always be expanded into a safe atomi CMSC-graph G0, thatis a graph in whih eah node is labeled with a single event, suh that L(G) = L(G0). Inthe following, every safe CMSC-graph is assumed to be atomi. The expansion yields by theway a regular representative set for L(G).3 Mixed Produt of MSC-languagesIn order to master the omplexity of distributed system desriptions, it is desirable to haveat one's disposal a omposition operation that allows to weave di�erent aspets of a system.When system aspets are CMSC-graphs with disjoint sets of proesses, the onatenation oftheir MSC-languages an be used to this e�et. Else, some parallel omposition is needed:we propose here to synhronize shared events and shu�e non-shared events per proess.
INRIA



Produts of Message Sequene Charts 7All shared events are internal events (messages are never shared). The intersetion with aregular language ould be used in plae of the shared events to ontrol the shu�e, but thiswould not hange signi�antly the results of this paper, exept for heavier proofs.First, we reall the de�nition of the mixed produt L1 k L2 of two languages L1; L2 ofwords (see [2℄), de�ned on two alphabets �1;�2 not neessarily disjoint. Let � = �1 [ �2.For i = 1; 2 let �i : �� ! ��i be the unique monoid morphism suh that �i(�) = � for � 2 �iand �i(�) = " otherwise. Then L1 k L2 = fw j �i(w) 2 Li; i = f1; 2gg is the set of all wordsw 2 �� with respetive projetions �i(w) in Li. E.g., fabg k fadg = fabd; adbg.De�nition For i = f1; 2g, let Xi be a MSC-language over Ei, suh that x 2 E1\E2 impliesx = p(a) for some p; a. The mixed produt X1 k X2 is Ms (Lin(X1) k Lin(X2)) and it is aMSC-language over E1 [ E2 .The mixed produt operation may serve to ompose the languages of two CMSC-graphsthat share only internal events, as is the ase for the CMSC-graphs G1; G2 of Figures 1,2.The synhronization on the shared events syn ensures that in any MSC in L(G1) k L(G2),the server never answers a searh request from the lient unless the lient is logged in. Notethat even though X1 and X2 are MSCs, fX1g k fX2g may ontain more than one MSC.Also note that w1 k w2 � Lin for w1 2 Lin and w2 2 Lin. Mixing all linearizations pairwiseyields all linearizations of a produt:Proposition Lin(X1 k X2) = Lin(X1) k Lin(X2) = [Lin(X1) k Lin(X2)℄proof We know that for any MSC X , Lin(X ) is an equivalene lass, hene Lin(X1 kX2) = [Lin(X1) k Lin(X2)℄ is immediate.Lin(X1) k Lin(X2) � Lin(X1 k X2) also follows from the properties of Lin(X ), beauseX1 k X2 = Ms (Lin(X1) k Lin(X2)). Now let w 2 Lin(X) and X 2 Ms (Lin(X1) kLin(X2)) for some Xi 2 Xi (i = 1; 2). Again, using the properties of Lin(X ), we know thatX = Ms (w). Therefore, w 2 Lin(X1) k Lin(X2) by lemma 3 (see below). �lemma Lin(X1) k Lin(X2) is losed under the equivalene � (see Def. 2). proof Letw 2 Lin(X1) k Lin(X2). We want to show that for any w0 in Lin (Def. 2), if Ms (w) andMs (w0) are isomorphi, then w0 2 Lin(X1) k Lin(X2). Let w = �1 : : : �n. From Def. 2,w0 = �01 : : : �0n and there exists a bijetion f : f1; : : : ; ng ! f1; : : : ; ng suh that �i = �0f(i).For j = 1; 2 let Ej = fi j 1 � i � n ^ �i 2 Ejg and E0j = fi j 1 � i � n ^ �0i 2 Ejg, then frestrits and o-restrits to bijetions fj : Ej ! E0j , hene Ms (�j(w)) and Ms (�j(w0))are isomorphi for j = 1; 2 (where �j(w) and �j(w0) are the respetive projetions of w andw0 on Ej�). Therefore, �j(w0) 2 Lin(Xj) for j = 1; 2 and w0 2 Lin(X1) k Lin(X2). �However, fX1g k fX2g may be larger than Ms (w1 k w2) for �xed representationsw1 2 Lin(X1) and w2 2 Lin(X2). This situation is illustrated withw1 = (p ! q (m1)) (q ? p (m1)) (p ! q (m1)) (q ? p (m1)),w01 = (p ! q (m1))2 (q ? p (m1))2,w2 = (q ! p (m2)) (p ? q (m2)) (q ! p (m2)) (p ? q (m2)),w02 = (q ! p (m2))2 (p ? q (m2))2,w3 = (p ! q (m1))2 (q ! p (m2))2 (p ? q (m2))2 (q ? p (m1))2.and X1 = Ms(w1) = Ms(w01), X2 = Ms(w2) = Ms(w02) , X3 = Ms(w3). NowX3 2 Ms(w01 k w02), but X3 =2 Ms(w1 k w2). This observation shows that produts must
RR n�0123456789



8 P. Darondeau, B.Genest and L.Hélouëtbe handled with are. Indeed, an advantage of CMSC-graphs is to represent large sets oflinearizations with small subsets of representatives. However, w1 is a representative for X1,w2 is for X2, but w1 k w2 is not a set of representatives for X1 k X2.4 Bounds for MSCs and Produts.We review in this setion ways of lassifying CMSC-graphs based on bounds for ommunia-tion hannels, and we examine how these bounds behave under produt of CMSC-languages.We fous on MSC-languages with regular representative sets. As indiated earlier, a regularrepresentative set for the language of a safe CMSC-graph G may be obtained by expandingG into an atomi CMSC-graph G0. As observed in [10℄, it follows from a pumping lemmathat whenever L � Lin is a regular representative set for X , the words in L are uniformlyB-bounded, for some B > 0, aording to the following de�nition. A word w 2 E� is B-bounded if, for any pre�x v of w, for any m 2M and p; q 2 P , the number of ourrenes ofp ! q (m) in v exeeds that of q ? p (m) by at most B.A MSC X is 8-B-bounded if every linear representation w 2 Lin(X) is B-bounded. AMSC X is 9-B-bounded if some linear representation w 2 Lin(X) is B-bounded. A set ofMSCs X is 9-B-bounded if all MSCs X 2 X are 9-B-bounded; X is existentially bounded if itis 9-B-bounded for some B. Let LinB(X ) denote the set of B-bounded words w in Lin(X ).Clearly, any X with a regular representative set is existentially B-bounded for some B, butit may be 8-B-bounded for no B. Conversely, when an MSC-language X is 9-B-bounded,LinB(X ) is a representative set for X , but not neessarily a regular language.Proposition LinB(X1 k X2) = LinB(X1) k LinB(X2).proof Proposition 4 is an immediate orollary of proposition 3.The above result shows that mixed produt behaves niely with respet to boundedlinearizations. If X1 and X2 are 8-B-bounded, then Lin(Xi) = LinB(Xi), and using propo-sition 3, their produt is also 8-B-bounded. However, it may our that both X1 and X2are 9-B-bounded but their mixed produt is not existentially bounded. For instane let forall j Xj1 be the MSC with j messages m1 from p to q and Xj2 be the MSC with j messagesm2 from q to p. Both MSCs are 9-1-bounded sine (p!q(m1)q?p(m1))j is 1-bounded. De�neX1 = fXj1 j j > 0g and X2 = fXj2 j j > 0g, thus X1, X2 are 9-1-bounded, but X1 k X2 is not9-B-bounded for any B sine Ms(p!q(m1)B(q!p(m2)p?q(m2))Bq?p(m1)B)2 X1 k X2, but is not 9-(B � 1)-bounded.De�nition Given a MSC X = (E; �; �; (<p)p2P) and a non-negative integer B, let RevBbe the binary relation on E suh that eRevB e0 if and only if, for some p and q in P andm 2M, e is the i-th event on proess p with the label �(e) = p ? q (m) and e0 is the i+B-thevent on proess q with the label �(e0) = q ! p (m). We also de�ne Rev�B = [B0�BRevB0 .Proposition[lemma 2 in [9℄℄ A MSCX is 9-B-bounded if and only if the relation< [RevBis ayli, if and only if the relation < [Rev�B is ayli.If X is 9-B-bounded then X is 9-B0-bounded for all B0 � B, beause RevB0 is inluded inthe least order relation ontainingRevB andSp2P <p. For instane, inMs(p!q(m1)B (q!p(m2) p?q(m2))B q?p(m1)B)
INRIA



Produts of Message Sequene Charts 9let (ai; bi) denote the i-th pair of events (p!q(m1); q?p(m1)) and (i; di) the i-th pair of events(q!p(m2); p?q(m2)), then aB <p d1 Rev(B�1) B <q b1Rev(B�1) aB is a yle.5 Monitored produt of MSC-languagesAn important question regarding MSC-languages and their produts is veri�ation. Mostoften, in deidable ases [5, 13℄, veri�ations performed on a MSC-language X amount tohek the membership of a given MSC X , or to hek that Lin(X ) has an empty intersetionwith a regular language L (representing the omplement of a desired property). In thease of a produt language X1 k X2, membership an be heked using the projetions,sine X 2 X1 k X2 if and only if �i(X) 2 Xi for i = 1; 2. However, in order to hekregular properties of L(G1) k L(G2), one often needs omputing a safe CMSC-graph Gsuh that L(G) = L(G1) k L(G2), and in partiular an existential bound B for the produt.Unfortunately, the theorem below shows that one annot deide whether suh G exists whenG1 and G2 share events on two proesses or more.Theorem Let G1; G2 be two MSC-graphs. It is undeidable whether L(G1) k L(G2) isexistentially bounded.proofWe show that the Post orrespondene problem may be redued to the above deisionproblem. Given two �nite lists of words u1; : : : ; un and w1; : : : ; wn on some alphabet �with at least two symbols, the problem is to deide whether ui1ui2 : : : uik = wi1wi2 : : : wikfor some non empty sequene of indies ij . This problem is known to be undeidable forn > 7. Given an instane of the Post orrespondene problem, i.e. two lists of wordsu1; : : : ; un and w1; : : : ; wn on �, onsider the two MSC-graphs G1 = (V;!;�1; V 0; V f ) andG2 = (V;!;�2; V 0; V f ), with the same underlying graph (V;!; V 0; V f ), onstruted asfollows (G1 is partially shown in Fig. 3).
1 n

?p(m01)
?p(m1)�1;1�1;l1 !q(m01)

!q(m1) �n;ln�n;1?p(m1)!q(m1)
Figure 3:
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10 P. Darondeau, B.Genest and L.HélouëtDe�ne V = fv0; v1; : : : ; vn; vn+1g with V 0 = fv0g and V f = fvn+1g. Let v0 ! vi, vi !vj , and vi ! vn+1 for all i; j 2 f1; : : : ; ng (where possibly i = j). Finally let vn+1 ! vn+1.For eah v 2 V , �1(v) is a �nite MSC over P1 = fp; qg, A1 = f1; : : : ; ng [ �, M1 =fm1;m01g. Ations i 2 f1; : : : ; ng represent indies of pairs of words (ui; vi) and they ouron proess p. Ations � 2 � represent letters of words ui and they our on proess q. Let�1(v0) be the empty MSC. For i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, let �1(vi) be the MSC with p!q(m1) followedby p(i) on proess p and with q?p(m1) followed by the sequene q(�i;1) q(�i;2) : : : q(�i;li ),representing ui = �i;1 �i;2 : : : �i;li , on proess q. Finally let �1(vn+1) be the MSC with theevents p!q(m01) and q?p(m01) on proesses p and q, respetively.For eah v 2 V , �2(v) is a �nite MSC over P2 = fp; qg, A2 = f1; : : : ; ng [ �, M2 =fm2;m02g. For i = 0; : : : ; n, �2(vi) is de�ned alike �1(vi) but now replaing m1 with m2and ui with wi. �2(vn+1) is the MSC with the events p?q(m02) and q!p(m02) on proesses pand q, respetively.For i = 1; 2 let Xi = L(Gi), then Lin1(Xi) is a regular representative set for Xi. If thePost orrespondene problem has no solution, then X1 k X2 is empty, hene it is existentiallybounded. In the onverse ase, X1 k X2 ontains for all B some MSC inluding a rossingof B messages m01 by B messages m02, hene it is not existentially bounded. �The proof of Theorem 5 is similar to the proof that L(G1) \ L(G2) = ; is undeidablefor generi MSC-graphs G1; G2 [12℄. Theorem 5 motivates the introdution of a monitorproess mp and a monitored produt in whih all shared events are internal events loatedon the monitor proess. The monitored produt X19X2 with monitor proess mp is de�nedas the mixed produt X1 k X2 after all internal events p(a) ourring in both X1 and X2with p 6= mp have been renamed, suh that the set of the shared events is inluded inSE = fmp(a) j a 2 A1 \ A2g. For instane, with the CMSC-graphs of Fig. 1 and Fig. 2,we an hose mp = server and SE = fmp(syn)g in L(G1) 9 L(G2). The adequay of themonitored produt to weave aspets of a distributed system is on�rmed by the followingtheorem.Theorem Given two safe CMSC-Graphs G1; G2, one an deide in o-NP whether themonitored produt of L(G1) 9 L(G2) is 9-bounded.The next setion is a proof sketh for this theorem. The proof would be easier if we hadde�ned X1 9 X2 by renaming all proesses p ourring in both X1 and X2 with p 6= mp,i.e. if the �nal set of shared proesses is fmpg. Then, L(G1) 9 L(G2) would always beexistentially bounded (with the bound given by the maximum of the minimal existentialbounds of L(G1) and L(G2)). However, this would ause a serious loss of expressivity. E.g.,for the CMSC-graphs of �gures 1 and 2, L(G1) 9 L(G2) would no longer mean that searhrequests are not answered unless the lient is logged in.6 Cheking Existential BoundednessWe prove Theorem 5 in two stages. First, we show that if the monitored produt L(G1) 9L(G2) is existentially bounded, then it is for a 'small' bound with respet to the bounds ofL(G1) and L(G2). INRIA



Produts of Message Sequene Charts 11Proposition Given two safe CMSC-graphs G1 and G2, the MSC-language L(G1)9L(G2)is existentially bounded if and only if it is existentially B-bounded for B = (2 jPj + 2)2 �(jG1j + 1) � (jG2j + 1) �K, where jGij is the number of events in Gi and K is the squareof the sum 2 jPj+ (jPj)2=2� ( jM1j � jG1j+ jM2j � jG2j).Then we show that we an hek whether the monitored produt of L(G1);L(G2) is9-B-bounded, using the bound of proposition 6.Proposition Given two safe CMSGs G1; G2 and an integer B, one an deide in o-NPwhether L(G1) 9 L(G2) is 9-B-bounded.These two results are obtained using speial representations for MSCs onstruted bymonitored produt.F Graph representation of monitored produtsLet X 2 X1 9 X2 then 9w: X = Ms(w) and �i(w) = wi 2 Lin(Xi). The MSC Xis determined up to isomorphism by its projetion on proesses. More preisely, for eahp 2 P , �p(w) 2 �p(w1) 9 �p(w2). Moreover, for p = pm, �p(w1) and �p(w2) have thesame projetion on SE . Therefore the projetion (Ep; <p) of X on eah proess p may beseen as an interleaving of (E1p ; <1p) and (E2p ; <2p) where the synhronized pairs of eventse1 2 E1pm and e2 2 E2pm with labels in SE are oalesed. Let  !� E1pm � E2pm be therelation omprising synhronized pairs of events. For eah p 2 P , inluding p = pm, let!1p� E2p�E1p (resp. !2p� E1p�E2p) be the relation omprising ordered pairs of events e2 e1(resp. e1 e2) swithing from E2p to E1p (resp. from E1p to E2p) in the interleaved sequene(Ep; <p).

Figure 4: MSC X with two omponents X1 and X2The MSC X may now be represented by the juxtaposition of X1 and X2 interlinked with ! and with the relations !1p and !2p for all p 2 P . The result is a graph X192 with setof nodes E1 [E2. For an illustration, see Fig. 4 where the edges of the graph represent therelations �i,  ! and the transitive redution of the relations <ip and!ip. As X is an MSC,X192 should be an ayli graph exept for short iruits e  ! e0. The MSC X may be
RR n�0123456789



12 P. Darondeau, B.Genest and L.Hélouëtreonstruted from X192 as follows. Let E be the quotient of E1 [ E2 by the equivalenerelation  !. Then <p is the transitive losure of the union of <1p , <2p and !1p , !2p .F General outline of the proof for Prop. 6LetX 2 L(G1)9L(G2), thusX may be represented in produt form byX192 = (X1; X2; !; (!ip) i=1;2p2P ). Suppose that X is not 9B-bounded for the spei�ed bound B. By Prop. 4,< [Rev�B has a yle in X . As X1 and X2 do not share messages, Rev�B is the union ofthe similar relations Revi�B in Xi for i = 1; 2. Therefore, the union of ! and the relations<i, Revi�B , and !ip for i = 1; 2 has a yle e1 e2 : : : em (letting ej 6= ek for j 6= k andem+1 = e1). One an assume w.l.o.g. that e1 e2 : : : em ontains no events with shared labeland at most two events on eah proess p, hene m � 2 jPj. As X is an MSC, the union ofrelations <i, and !ip for i = 1; 2 is free from yles. Therefore, there is at least one pair ofevents (ej ; ej+1) in Revi�B for i = 1 or i = 2.Suppose w.l.o.g. that e1Rev1B1 e2 for some bound B1 � B. We will onstrut M-SCs X 01 2 L(G1); X 02 2 L(G2) and embeddings � : X1 ,! X 01; � : X2 ,! X 02 suh that�(e1)�(e2) : : : �(em) is a yle in �(Rev�B) [ X 0, with (X 0; <X0) the oriented graph ob-tained by onneting X 01 and X 02 with  ! and with edges (�(ej); �(ej+1)) for all j � msuh that ej !ip ej+1 for some i 2 f1; 2g and p 2 P . More preisely, we will onstrutembeddings suh that �(e1)Rev�B1+1 �(e2) and ej RevBj ej+1 ) �(ej)Rev�Bj �(ej+1) forpairs (ej ; ej+1) in RevBj with j 6= 1. Proposition 6 then follows by indution, after provingthat X 0192 is ayli (hene there exists at least an MSC whose order re�nes X 0).F Sketh of the indution stepFor i = 1; 2 let �i be the generating path for Xi in the (safe and) atomi CMSC-graphGi. Let e1Rev1B1 e2 with B1 � B, where e1 e2 : : : em is the onsidered yle in the unionof the relations <i, Revi�B, !ip (i = 1; 2), with m � (2jPj). Thus �1(e1) = q ? p(m) and�1(e2) = p ! q(m) for some p; q 2 P and m 2M1. As B1 � B, at least B�1 emission eventsp ! q(m) preeding e2 in X1 are mathed by �1 with reeption events q ? p(m) following e1 inX1. At least (B � 1)= jG1j of these emission events originate from the same vertex v of G1.As (B � 1)= jG1j > (2 jPj+1)2 � (jG2j+1)�K, the path �1 may be written as UVW suhthat� any event from X1 in the yle e1 : : : em originates from the path pre�x U or from thepath su�x W ,� V = vV1vV2v : : : vVkv for some k � (2 jPj+ 1)� (jG2j+ 1)�K,� e1 and e2 originate from ourrenes of verties in U and W , respetively. The reasonis that we an always expand a safe CMSC graph G into an atomi CMSC graph,whih paths give a set of regular representatives bounded by some B � jGj=2. Thisalso apply to the safe CMSC-graph G1, and k > K > jG1j: e1 annot be generated inthe path after V ). INRIA



Produts of Message Sequene Charts 13Sine the shared events are on only one proess pm, path �2 may be written in a sim-ilar form U 0v1V 01V 02 : : : V 0kW 0 suh that Uv and U 0v1, resp. Vjv and V 0j , resp. W and W 0synhronize on shared events (notie that if X;Y have no shared events, then they indeedsynhronize). De�ne indutively for i > 1; vi = last(V 0i ) if V 0i 6= �, else vi = vi�1 ( V 0i = �ats as an (empty) self loop on vi�1). As k > (2 jPj+1) jG2j�K, there must exist a stritlyinreasing sequene of indies j1 : : : jK suh that vj1 = vj2 = : : : = vjK is the same vertex(of G2) and no event (from X2) in the yle e1 : : : em originates from V 0j1 : : : V 0jK . Then welet:� �1 = UvV1v : : : Vj1�1v, �2 = U 0v1V 01 : : : V 0j1�1� �1h = Vjhv : : : Vjh+1�1v and �2h = V 0jh : : : V 0jh+1�1 for 1 � h � K,� 1 = VjK+1v : : :W , and 2 = V 0jK+1 : : :W 0Choose a �xed h 2 f1; : : : ;Kg. AsG1 is a safe CMSC-graph, the path �1�11 : : : �1h�1�1h�1h�1h+1 : : : �1K1,de�nes an MSC X 01. The MSC X1 embeds into X 01 with the following � : X1 ,! X 01 mappingevents of X1 generated from �1�11 : : : �1h�1�1h, respetively from �1h+1 : : : �1K1, to similarevents of X 01, then e <1 e0 in X1 entails �(e)<01�(e0) in X 01 (whereas the onverse impli-ation needs not hold). Sine e1 2 �1; e2 2 1, and there is the same positive number ofp!q(m) and p?q(m) in the loop �1h of the safe CMSC-graph G1, we have �(e1)Rev>B1 �(e2).Let ej RevBj ej+1: The remark on the existential bound for safe CMSC graphs also applieshere, either ej ; ej+1 are both in �1 or 1, or ej is in �1 and ej+1 in 1. In the two �rstases, we easily have �(ej)Rev�Bj �(ej+1) in X 01. It is also the ase in the latter ase,in view of requirements of the de�nition of onatenation, whih ensures that if s is themathing send of ej and r is the mathing reeive of ej+1, then �(s); �(r) are the mathingevent of �(ej); �(ej+1). The situation is analogous for the seond omponent MSC X2, andwe let � : X2 ,! X 02 be the map that embeds X2 into the MSC generated from the path�2�21 : : : �2h�1�2h�2h�2h+1 : : : �2K2.Let (X 0; <X0) be the direted graph formed by onneting X 01 and X 02 with relation !plus edges (�(ej); �(ej+1)) for all j � m suh that ej !ip ej+1 for some i 2 f1; 2g and p 2 P .By onstrution, �(e1)�(e2) : : : �(em) is a yle of <X0 [Rev�B , with �(e1)Rev�B1+1 �(e2)and ej RevBj ej+1 ) �(ej)Rev�Bj �(ej+1) for pairs (ej ; ej+1) in RevBj with j 6= 1. In orderto validate the indutive proof of Proposition 6, it remains to show that one an hooseh 2 f1; : : : ;Kg suh that the assoiated graph X 0 is ayli (up to short iruits e ! e0).The graph formed by onneting X 01 and X 02 with  ! is ayli beause  ! onernsonly one proess pm. Hene without lak of generality, we an write any yle in X 0 inthe form �(e01)�(e02) : : : �(e02l) where (8j) (e02j ; e02j+1) is an edge of the yle e1 : : : em and(�(e02j+1); �(e02j+2)) belongs to the re�exive and transitive losure of the union of <X01 , <X02and  !. In partiular, fe01; � � � ; e02lg � fe1 � � � emg, and hene any e0i belongs either to�1; �2; 1 or 2.We laim that one an hoose h 2 f1; : : : ;Kg suh that for all events e; e0 in the ylee1 : : : em, if (�(e); �(e0)) is in the re�exive and transitive losure of the union of <X01 , <X02and  !, then (e; e0) was is in the re�exive and transitive losure of the union of <X1 , <X2and  !. The last part of the setion is devoted to establishing this laim. Then we reahRR n�0123456789



14 P. Darondeau, B.Genest and L.Hélouëta ontradition sine we obtain a yle e01e02 : : : e02l in X192 whih is an MSC, hene ayli.Therefore, for the onsidered h, (X 0; <X0) is an ayli graph.F A tehnial lemmaLet X10 � � �X1K+1 and X20 � � �X2K+1 be the respetive deompositions of X1 and X2 into MSCfators indued from the generating paths in G1 and G2:�1�11 : : : �1h�1�1h�1h+1 : : : �1K1 and �2�21 : : : �2h�1�2h�2h+1 : : : �2K2. We onsider here the graphformed by onneting X1 and X2 with  !. This relation, whih onnets synhronizedevents on the monitor proess, projets (by onstrution) on onneted pairs of MSC fa-tors (X1j ; X2j ), and it may be reonstruted from these projetions. We are interested inthe order relation between some events from �1; �2 and 1; 2, that is from (X10 ; X20 ) and(X1K+1; X2K+1) in the two omponent MSC (X10 ; X20 )�(X11 ; X21 )�: : :�(X1K ; X2K)�(X1K+1; X2K+1).As G1 is safe and atomi, and all fators �1j are loops in G1, for all p; q 2 P andm 2 mathalM1, the number of emission events p ! q (m) in exess over reeption eventsq ? p (m) in X10 � X11 : : : X1j does not depend on j for 0 � j � K. Let N(p; q;m) denotethis number. Analogously, the number of reeption events q ? p (m) in exess over emissionevents p ! q (m) in X1j � X1j+1 : : : X1K+1 does not depend on j for 1 � j � K + 1, and it isequal to N(p; q;m), sine X1 is an MSC. Moreover N(p; q;m) � (jG1j=2). Similar remarksapply to G2.For all 0 < j � n � K, the dependene relation O(j; n) between the events from(X10 ; X20 ) � � � (X1j�1; X2j�1) and from (Xn+10 ; X2n+1) � � � (X1K+1; X2K+1) indued from (X1j ; X2j ) � � � (X1n; X2n)may therefore be represented as a relation on generi sets of events  and 0 as follows. Let� be the set of events (p; i) and (p; q;m; l) for all p; q 2 P , i 2 f1; 2g, m 2 M1 [ M2,and l � N(p; q;m). The set  represents an ordered relation of events, where (p; i) standsfor the last event on proess p in the i-th omponent, and the events (p; q;m; 1) < � � � <(p; q;m;N(p; q;m)) stand for the N(p; q;m) last sends p!q(m). We let (p; q;m; l) < (p; i)for all p; q;m; l with m a message type from omponent i, but (p; q;m; l) and (p; q0;m0; l0)are unordered as soon as q 6= q0 or m 6= m0. Similarly, let �0 be the set of events(p; i)0 and (p; q;m; l)0, where (p; i)0 stands for the �rst event on proess p, and the events(p; q;m; 1)0 < � � � < (p; q;m;N(p; q;m))0 stand for theN(p; q;m) �rst reeives q?p(m). In thesame way, we let (p; i)0 < (p; q;m; l)0 for all p; q;m; l with m a message type from omponenti. For 0 < j � n � K, let O(j; n) be the binary relation on ���0 suh that (; 0) 2 O(j; n)if the event  from � is smaller than the event 0 from �0 in �(X1j ; X2j ) � : : : � (X1n; X2n)�0. Inorder to omplete the proof of Prop. 6, it su�es now to show that:� O(1; h� 1) = O(1; h) for some h < K,� O(j; n) = O(j; l) ÆO(l +1; n) for j < l < n, where O(j; l) Æ O(l+ 1; n) means O(j; l) ÆId0 Æ O(l + 1; n) with Id0 : �0 ! � : Id0(e0) = e.These relations entail O(1;K) = O(1; h� 1) Æ O(h;K) = O(1; h) Æ O(h;K). Therefore,for any pair of two omponent MSCs Y; Z, the order between the events from Y and Z is theINRIA



Produts of Message Sequene Charts 15same in Y �(X11 ; X21 ) � � � (X1K ; X2K)�Z as in Y �(X11 ; X21 ) � � � (X1h�1; X2h�1)�(X1h; X2h)�(X1h; X2h)�(X1h+1; X2h+1) � � � (X1K ; X2K) � Z. This establishes the laim at the end of the indution stepin the proof of Prop. 6.The relation O(j; n) = O(j; l) Æ O(l + 1; n) is obvious, one it has been notied that anevent p ! q(m) emitted but not reeived in (X1j ; X2j ) : : : (X1l ; X2l ) is linked with a mathingq ? p(m) reeived but not emitted in (X1l+1; X2l+1) : : : (X1n; X2n) by p ! q(m) < (p; q;m; i) and(p; q;m; i) < q ? p(m) for some i � N(p; q;m). Finally, for all j < k, O(1; j) � O(1; k), andthe maximal length of an inreasing hain of binary relations on � � �0 ontaining Id0 isstritly bounded by K = j�jj�0j � [2 jPj+ (jPj)2=2�(jM1j�jG1j+ jM2j�jG2j)℄2. Therefore,O(1; h� 1) = O(1; h) for some h � K.
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16 P. Darondeau, B.Genest and L.Hélouët
n

n syn
syn syn

syn
Xn1 X2

Yn Xn
Figure 5: Two MSCs Y n; Xn in the monitored produt of Xn1 and X2F General outline of the proof for Prop. 6In order to onlude that L(G1)9L(G2) is not 9B-bounded, one should searh for MSCsX1 2 L(G1), X2 2 L(G2), and X 2 (X1 9 X2) suh that <X [RevB ontains a yle.We laim that there annot exist any funtion f : IN ! IN, possibly depending on G1 andG2 but not depending on X1 nor on X2, suh that X when it exists an be found in theset Ms(Linf(B)(X1 9 X2)). An illustration is given in Fig. 5: for all n, Xn1 and X2 are91-bounded, Xn 2 (Xn1 9X2) is not 91-bounded, and Y n 2Ms(Linn�1(Xn1 9X2)) is 91-bounded. Linear representations of produts of MSCs are therefore of little help: X1 9X2must be analyzed as a set of graphs even though X1 and X2 are de�ned by paths �1 and �2in G1 and G2, hene by linear representations.The onstrutive proof whih we propose for Prop. 6 stems from the following lemma.lemma Let G1 and G2 be safe and atomi CMSGs and B an integer. Then L(G19G2) is9B-bounded if and only if, for any synhronized pair of MSCs X1 2 L(G1) and X2 2 L(G2)with respetive sets of events E1 and E2, there is no subset fe1; : : : ; eng � E1 [E2 with atmost two events in E1p [ E2p for eah proess p 2 P suh that:1. for all j, (ej ; e(j+1) mod n) belongs to one of the relations <i, ReviB , or Eip �E3�ip fori = 1 or 2 and p 2 P ,2. there is a proper yle in fe1; : : : ; eng w.r.t. the transitive losure of the relation<1 [ <2 [  ! [ ! where  ! is the synhronizing relation among oalesed events,and e ! e0 if e = ej 2 Eip and e0 = e(j+1) mod n 2 E3�ip for some j 2 f1; : : : ng,i 2 f1; 2g and p 2 P .proof immediate from Prop. 4 using the representation of monitor produts proposed insetion 5. � INRIA



Produts of Message Sequene Charts 17Sine G1 and G2 are safe and atomi, the di�erene between the number of eventsp ! q (m) and q ? p (m) varies between 0 and jGij=2 along any path of Gi. Relying on thisruial property, we shall onstrut a �nite non deterministi state mahine that explores allsynhronized pairs of paths �1, �2 in G1 and G2, selets on the �y a set E of at most 2�jPjevents e1 : : : en, onstruts on E a binary relation !� [i [p (Eip � E3�ip ) suh that thetransitive losure < of <1 [ <2 [  ! [ ! is ayli, and keeps in eah state the relations< and RevB on the urrent set E. By lemma 6, L(G1) 9 L(G2) is not 9B-bounded if andonly if, at some state, a yle is found in (E;< [RevB). Prop. 6 follows therefore from the�niteness of the onstrution.Eah state s of the non-deterministi mahine should ontain at least:1. a pair of verties (v1; v2) reahed from the initial verties of G1; G2 by synhronizedpaths �1; �2 suh that �nal verties of G1; G2 may be reahed by synhronized ontin-uations of these paths,2. the set E = fe1; : : : ; eng of distinguished events that have been seleted among allthose generated by �1; �2,3. the restritions on E of the relations < and RevB .The states of the mahine should provide enough information to update (E;<;RevB)when onstruting new states from existing states. Assume that a pair of verties (v1; v2) hasbeen reahed by synhronized paths �1; �2 and the urrent state is (v1; v2; E;<;RevB; : : :)where E = fe1; : : : ; eng. A new state may result from taking an edge v1 ! v01 in G1, oran edge v2 ! v02 in G2, or two edges v1 ! v01 and v2 ! v02 if v01 and v02 have the samelabel in SE . In the last ase, two synhronized events are generated from v01 and v02 onthe two opies of the monitor proess. Send and reeive events generated from G1 or G2may be inserted or not in the set of distinguished events fe1; : : : ; eng. Loal events, and inpartiular synhronized event, will never be inserted in this set: they annot belong to ayle fe1; : : : ; eng sine the onditions in lemma 6 forbid to have three events ei on the sameproess.Reall that < is the transitive losure of the union of <1, <2, !, and! where relation! is de�ned on E while relations <1, <2, and  ! are de�ned on supersets of E, namelyE1, E2 and E1 [E2 where Ei denotes the olletion of all events generated from path �i inGi. Also note that <1, <2,  ! are totally determined by paths �1; �2 whereas ! is not.Suppose e.g. that an edge v1 ! v01 has been taken in G1 and one wants to insert the newevent e0 generated from v01 into the set of distinguished events fe1; : : : ; eng. Possibly e < e0for some e in fe1; : : : ; eng (e0 <1 e is not possible), beause e = f0R1f1 : : : Rkfk = e0 for someevents f1 : : : fk�1 outside fe1; : : : ; eng and orresponding relations Rj in f<1; <2; !g. Foreah distinguished event e 2 E, the urrent state of the non-deterministi mahine shouldtherefore display the set OP (e) of all pairs (p; i) suh that e < e0 will hold whenever a newevent e0 is generated from Gi on proess p.Now, these sets OP (e) must in turn be updated whenever new events are generated bymoving from v1 to v01 or from v2 to v02 or both. There may be three reasons for an update: i)RR n�0123456789



18 P. Darondeau, B.Genest and L.Hélouëtrelation  ! inreases as a result of a synhronized move, ii) relation ! inreases beausethe event generated from v0i is seleted for insertion into E, and there is already in E adistinguished event generated on the same proess p from G3�i, iii) the newly generatedevent is a reeive event.Consider ase (iii). For any event e generated from Gi on proess p, as soon as somemessage m 2Mi sent after e from proess p to proess q is reeived, (q; i) should be insertedin OP (e). In order to update OP (e) at the right time, one should know from the urrentmahine state, for eah proess q and for eah message m 2 Mi, how many events p ! q (m),up to and inluding the �rst instane after e, have not yet been mathed by reeive eventsq ? p (m). For eah hannel  = (p;m; q), let OS(e)() denote this number (this notationfor hannels is not ambiguous sineM1 andM2 are disjoint sets). Things work as follows.When a distinguished event e generated from Gi on proess p is inserted in E, OP (e) isinitialized with (p; i). At the �rst time a send event p ! q (m) with m 2 Mi is generatedafter e in �i, the ounter OS(e)() is set to the number of messages stored in the hannel = (p;m; q), inluding the message produed by this send event. OS(e)() is dereased byone eah time q reeives m from p. When OS(e)(p;m; q) reahes 0, (q; i) is inserted intoOP (e), and all ounters OS(e)(q;m0; r) with m0 2 Mi are set simultaneously to the urrentnumber of messages stored in the hannel (q;m0; r). Similar ounters OS(e)(q0;m0; r0) aremaintained for all proesses q0 and messages m0 2Mj (j = 1 or 2) suh that (q; j) 2 OP (e).For ase (i), the update is simple: (pm; 1) is inserted into sets OP (e) that ontained only(pm; 2) and onversely. Case (ii) is a little more deliate. Let e0 = en+1 be the new eventinserted into E, and let e be the event already present in E suh that e resp. e0 are on thesame proess p of Gi resp. G3�i. Both orientations e ! e0 or e0 ! e are a priori possible.Updating < with e ! e0 annot ever introdue irularity in <. In ontrast, updating <with e0 ! e might result in irularity. Cirularity of relation < must be avoided by expliitheking.It remains to onsider the updating of relation RevB on E. Assume that e and e0 aretwo distinguished events in E and eRevBe0, hene e and e0 are labelled with q ? p (m) andwith p ! q (m), respetively. The event e may have been generated before e0 but the onverseis also possible. Therefore, for deteting at run time that eRevBe0, one must antiipate onthese two events. The right time for prediting eRevBe0 is when generating the send eventf to be mathed by the reeive event e, i.e. the B-th event p ! q (m) before e0 (the eventf needs not be seleted for insertion into E). One needs two ounters Rr() and Rs() forhannel  = (p;m; q), initialized just after generating f . Rr() is initialized with the numberof messages stored in hannel  immediately after f . Rs() is initialized with the value B.Rr() and Rs() are dereased by one eah time a reeive event q ? p (m), resp. a send eventp ! q (m) is generated. The event e, resp. the event e0, is inserted into E when Rr(), resp.Rs(), reahes the value 0. The relation eRevBe0 is reorded in the urrent state when eand e0 have been both inserted into E.Whenever RevB or < is updated, if some yle appears in < [RevB , one stops theonstrution of new states with the diagnosti that L(G1)9L(G2) is not 9B-bounded. Oth-erwise, the onstrution is pursued until no new state an appear, whih must our sooner
INRIA



Produts of Message Sequene Charts 19or later sine the information ontained in (v1; v2; E;<;RevB;OP ;OS ; Rr; Rs) is bounded(for all hannels , OS(e)() and Rr() are uniformly bounded by K = max(jG1j; jG2j)=2).A pseudo-algorithmi desription of the onstrution is given in the rest of the setion.Let Ch denote the set of hannels (p;m; q), where p; q 2 P and m 2 M1 [M2. For eahhannel  = (p;m; q), let head() = p and tail() = q. Let P1 and P2 be two disjoint opiesof P , with (p; 1) 2 P1 and (p; 2) 2 P2 for all p 2 P . E = f1; : : : ; ng stands for the set ofdistinguished events (hene n0 := n+ 1 means the insertion of a new event in E). Finally,K = max(jG1j; jG2j)=2.A state is a tuple s = (v1; v2; ount; n; P; rev;<;O;R) as follows:� vi is a vertex of the CMSG Gi (i = 1; 2),� ount : Ch! f0; � � � ;Kg ounts the messages stored in eah hannel,� n � 2:jPj ounts the distinguished events,� P : E ! P1 [ P2 indiates for eah distinguished event on what proess and fromwhih omponent G1 or G2 it was generated,� <� E �E is an order relation,� rev : E [ Ch ! E [ Ch is a partial funtion interpreted as follows: rev() =  for = (p;m; q) means that two events e and e0 suh that eRevBe0 are expeted at bothends of hannel , rev(e) =  means that an event e0 suh that eRevBe0 is expeted onp, et... ,� O : e ! (OP (e);OS(e)) where e 2 E, OP (e) � P1 [ P2 and OS(e) : Ch !f0; 1; � � � ;Kg,� R : Ch! f0; � � � ;Kg � f0; � � � ; Bg, where R() = (Rr; Rs).The omponents of the initial state are the verties v01 , v02 and 0 or ; for all the rest. A newstate s0 = (v01; v02; ount0; n0; P 0; rev0; <0;O0;R0) is onstruted from s = (v1; v2; ount; n; P; rev;<;O;R) if and only if it may be produed by the following pseudo-algorithm (by default x0 = xfor all state omponents x):1. hoose edges of CMSG graphsvi !i v0i in Gi for i = 1 or i = 2.If the label of vi does not belong to SE , v03�i = v3�i.Otherwise, v3�i !3�i v03�i suh that v0i and v03�i have the same label; for eah e 2 Esuh that (pm; 1) or (pm; 2) belongs to OP (e), O0P (e) = OP (e) [ f(pm; 1); (pm; 2)g.If no synhronized paths from v01; v02 an reah �nal verties in G1; G2, no new state s0is produed.
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20 P. Darondeau, B.Genest and L.Hélouët2. if v0i is a send on hannel  = (p;m; q)ount0() = ount() + 1, n0 = n or n0 = n+ 1. Let R() = (Rr; Rs).If R() = (0; 0) then R0() = (0; 0) or R0() = (ount0(); B) and rev0() = .If Rs > 0 then R0() = (Rr; Rs � 1).If Rs = 1 then n0 = n+ 1 and aording to the ase: if rev() =  then rev0() = n0,else rev0(e) = n0 for the (unique) e 2 E suh that rev(e) = .In all ases,O0S(e)() = min(OS(e)(); ount0()) for every e 2 E suh that (head(); j) 2OP (e) for j = 1 or 2 (with min(0; a) = a).Finally, if n0 = n+ 1 then P 0(n0) = i and O0P (n0) = f(p; i)g.3. if v0i is a reeive on hannel (p;m; q)ount0() = ount()� 1, n0 = n or n0 = n+ 1. Let R() = (Rr; Rs).If Rr > 0 then R0() = (Rr � 1; Rs).If Rr = 1 then n0 = n+ 1 and aording to the ase: if rev() =  then rev0(n0) = ,else rev0(n0) = e for the (unique) e 2 E suh that rev() = e.In all ases, for every e 2 E suh that (head(); j) 2 OP (e) for j = 1 or 2, O0S(e)() =OS(e)()� 1.For every e 2 E, if OS(e)() = 1 and O0S(e)() = 0 thenO0P (e) = OP (e) [ ftail()g and O0S(e)() = ount0().Finally, if n0 = n+ 1 then P 0(n0) = i and O0P (n0) = f(q; i)g.4. if v0i or v0i and v03�i are internal eventsIn this ase, s0 = s5. update <If n0 = n there is nothing to do. Assume n0 = n + 1 and P 0(n0) = (p; i). If there arealready two events e in E with P (e) = (p; i) or (p; 3� i), no new state s0 is generated.Otherwise, let e <0 n0 for all events e 2 E suh that (p; i) 2 OP (e). If there is oneevent e in E suh that P (e) = (p; 3� i) and (p; i) =2 OP (e) then let� either e <0 n0� or n0 <0 e if this does not reate irularityClose transitively <0. Add O0P (e) to O0P (e0) whenever e <0 e0. For every hannel  andevent e 2 E, replae O0S(e)() with the least de�ned value of O0S(e0)() for e �0 e0.Chek <0 [ rev0 for non irularity before generating s0.7 CMSC-graph representation of a Monitored ProdutIn the ase where L(G1)9L(G2) is 9-bounded, one may wish to ompute a safe CMSC-graphrepresentation of this MSC-language, whih an be input to existing tools for model-hekingINRIA



Produts of Message Sequene Charts 21and realization. For this purpose, we use the results from [3℄, where a syntax-semantisorrespondene is established between globally ooperative CMSC-graphs [5℄, and MSC-languages X with regular representative sets LinB(X ) for some B > 0.De�nition G = (V;!;�; V 0; V f ) is a globally ooperative CMSC-graph if� G is a safe CMSC-graph, and� for any iruit v1 : : : vn in G, all CMSCs in the set �(v1) � : : : � �(vn) have onnetedommuniation graphs.The ommuniation graph indued by X = (E; �; �; (<p)p2P ) is the undireted graph(Q;E) with the set of verties Q = fp 2 P j (9e 2 E) �(e) 2 Sp [ Rpg and with the set ofedges E = ffp; qg j (9e1; e2 2 E) (9m 2 M) �(e1) = p ! q (m) ^ �(e2) = q ? p (m)g.Notie that the MSC-graph from Figure 3 is globally ooperative. Thus, boundednessof the produt of L(G1) and L(G2) stays undeidable even when both G1; G2 are globallyooperative (Theorem 5). Quite remarkably, L(G1) \ L(G2) = ; is deidable as soon as G1or G2 is globally ooperative [5℄.Theorem Let X be a set of MSCs. The following are equivalent:� X = L(G) for some globally ooperative CMSC-graph G,� LinB(X ) is a regular representative set for X for su�iently large B > 0. Moreover, B anda �nite automaton reognizing LinB(X ) an be omputed e�etively from G. Conversely,G an be omputed e�etively from LinB(X ).The statement of Theorem 7 is the same as (a fragment of) the main theorem of [3℄.However, we deal in this paper with weak FIFO MSCs while [3℄ onsiders FIFO MSCs.Instead of proving Theorem 7 from srath, we derive it from [3℄, using a translation fromsets of weak FIFO MSCs to sets of FIFO MSCs with exatly one (type of) messagem (henethey embed in weak FIFO MSCs). In few words, the translation adds as many proessesas types of messages per hannel, and it preserves the existential boundedness of sets ofMSCs, although the bound B may grow to 3B. One this translation is de�ned, the proofof Theorem 7 is almost immediate.Theorem[[3℄℄ Let X be a set of MSCs. Provided that M ontains exatly one messageand there are no internal events, the following assertions are equivalent:� X = L(G) for some globally ooperative CMSC-graph G,� LinB(X ) is a regular representative set for X for su�iently large B > 0. Moreover, B anda �nite automaton reognizing LinB(X ) an be omputed e�etively from G. Conversely,G an be omputed e�etively from LinB(X ).We show that theorem 7 extends to the ase where M is a �nite set of messages, andthat it also stays valid when internal events are added.Given �nite sets P ,M, and A (of proesses, messages, and internal ations, respetively),let X = (E; �; �; (<p)p2P ) be a CMSC. We will transform X into a CMSC X 0 over a largerset of proesses P 0 suh that X 0 is a pure CMSC aording to the following de�nition.De�nition A CMSC is pure if it has no internal events and all messages have an emptyontent (that an therefore be omitted).De�nition Let P 0 be the union of P and the sets fp (a) j p 2 P ; a 2 Ag, fp ! q (m) j p; q 2P ; p 6= q; m 2 Mg and fq ? p (m) j p; q 2 P ; p 6= q; m 2 Mg. De�ne X 0 = (E0; �0; �0; (<0p0
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22 P. Darondeau, B.Genest and L.Hélouët)p02P0) as the (pure) CMSC with omponents as follows (see �gure 6).
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Figure 6: Transforming CMSCs into pure CMSCs� Eah internal event e 2 E with label p(a) is replaed in E0 by four events e, e0, e00, e. Theevents e and e belong to the proess p, and e is the immediate predeessor of e aording to<0p. The events e0 and e00 belong to the proess p (a), and e0 is the immediate predeessorof e00 aording to <0p(a). Moreover, we let �0(e) = e0 and �0(e00) = e, hene the labels ofthese events are respetively �0(e) = p ! (p (a)), �0(e0) = (p (a)) ? p, �0(e00) = (p (a)) ! p,�0(e) = p ? (p (a)).� Eah send event e 2 E with label p ! q (m) is replaed in E0 by three events e, e0, e00. Theevent e belongs to the proess p. The events e0 and e00 belong to the proess p ! q (m), and e0is the immediate predeessor of e00 aording to <0p ! q (m). Moreover, we let �0(e) = e0, hene�0(e) = p ! (p ! q (m)) and �0(e0) = (p ! q (m)) ? p). We let �0(e00) = (p ! q (m)) ! (q ? p (m)).� Eah reeive event e 2 E with label p ?q (m) is replaed in E0 by three events e, e0, e00. TheINRIA



Produts of Message Sequene Charts 23event e belongs to the proess p. The events e0 and e00 belong to the proess p ?q (m), and e0is the immediate predeessor of e00 aording to <0p ?q (m). Moreover, we let �0(e00) = e, hene�0(e00) = (p ? q (m)) ! p and �0(e) = p ? (p ? q (m)). We let �0(e0) = (p ? q (m)) ? (p ! q (m)).� For any e1; e2 2 E, we let �0(e001) = e02 if �(e1) = e2 in X .� Finally, for any p0 2 P 0, two events of the proess p0 are in the relation <0p0 if they havebeen derived respetively from two events in E in the relation <p for some p 2 fPg.Any potential iruit in the relation <0 (indued from �0 and <p0 for all p0 2 P 0) mustresult from some iruit in the similar relation < in X , hene X 0 is a CMSC. Clearly, X 0 isa MSC if and only if X is a MSC. Moreover, in this ase, the bounded representations of Xand X 0 may be set in orrespondene as follows.� LinB(X 0) is representative of fX 0g if and only if Lin3B(X) is representative of fXg.� the B-bounded representations of X 0 rewrite onto the 3B-bounded representations of Xthrough the following simpli�ation rules:1. p ! (p(a)) ! p(a)2. p ! (p ! q(m)) ! p ! q(m)3. p ? (p ? q(m)) ! p ? q(m)4. all other labels are rewritten to ".Given a CMSG G = (V;!;�; V 0; V f ), de�ne now G0 = (V;!;�0; V 0; V f ) with �0(v) =(�(v))0 for all verties v. Then G0 is a CMSC-graph, and learly, G0 is globally ooperativeif and only if G is globally ooperative. We are ready to prove that theorem 7 extends tosets X of possibly impure MSCs.The rest of the setion is the proof of theoremé7.F Suppose X = L(G) for some globally ooperative CMSC-graph G.Let G0 be de�ned as above, and let X 0 = L(G0). As G0 is globally ooperative, by theorem7, for some B > 0, LinB(X 0) is a regular representative set for X 0. The image of LinB(X 0)under the simpli�ation rules is the set of all 3B-bounded representations of MSCs X in X .As the image of a regular set under an alphabeti morphism, this set is regular, and it is arepresentative set for X , sine for eah X 2 X , Lin3B(X) is representative of fXg.F Suppose Lin3B(X ) is a regular representative set for X for some B > 0.Consider the MSC language X 0 = fX 0 jX 2 Xg.lemma LinB(X 0) is a representative set for X 0. proof Suppose for ontradition thatsome MSC X 0 2 X 0 has no B-bounded representation. Let X 0 = (E0; �0; �0; (<0p0)p02P0). Byproposition 4, there is a yle in the relation <0 [Rev0B. Consider a minimal yle. As X 0has been produed from X = (E; �; �; (<p)p2P) in X as de�ned in Def. 7, this yle may bedeomposed into the two types of segments (of length 6) whih are depited in �gure 7 (thefat right-to-left arrows are ourrenes of Rev02).RR n�0123456789



24 P. Darondeau, B.Genest and L.Hélouët

p p!q(m) q?p(m) q p p!q(m) q?p(m) qFigure 7:It should be lear that whenever e01 to e06 are joined by a asade of Rev0B as shown in theright part of this �gure, the inverse images of e01 and e06 in E (under the embedding of Einto E0) are joined by RevB0 (in X) for some B0 � 3B. Therefore, the yle in the relation<0 [Rev0B indues a yle in the similar relation < [RevB0 (in X) for some B0 � 3B. Thisenters in ontradition with the assumption that Lin3B(X ) is a regular representative setfor X . �lemma LinB(X 0) is a regular language. proof Let E 0 = �0(E0), then LinB(X 0) is theset of all words w0 2 (E 0)� for whih the following requirements are ful�lled:� the inverse image of w0 under the simpli�ation rules belongs to Lin3B(X ),� for any p0; q0 2 P 0, the projetion of w0 on f(p0 ! q0); (q0 ? p0)g� is a B-bounded MSC repre-sentation,� for any p 2 P and a 2 A, the projetion of w0 along the proess p (resp. p(a)) belongs tothe language (�� + E 0nf�; �g )� where � = (p ! p(a)) and � = (p ? p(a)) (resp. � = (p(a) ? p)and � = (p(a) ! p),� for any p; q 2 P andm 2M, the projetion of w0 along the proess p ! q (m) (resp. p ? q (m))is in the language (�� + E 0nf�; �g )� where � = (p ! q (m)) ? p and � = (p ! q (m)) ! (q ? p (m))(respetively, where � = (p ? q (m)) ? (q ! p (m)) and � = (p ? q (m)) ! p.As an intersetion of regular languages, LinB(X 0) is therefore regular. �In view of lemmas 7 and 7, and by theorem 7, X 0 = L(H) for some globally oopera-tive CMSC-graph H = (V;!;�0; V 0; V f ). One an easily produe from H a CMSC-graphG = (V;!;�; V 0; V f ) suh that X 0 = fX 0 jX 2 L(G)g. It su�es, for eah vertex v, to let�(v) = U(�0(v)) where UX 0 is onstruted from X 0 as follows:� suppress all proesses not in P ,� suppress all events labelled p ? (p(a)),
INRIA



Produts of Message Sequene Charts 25� apply the simpli�ation rules to the remaining events,� set �(e1) = e2 for eah ordered pair of events e1 and e2 mathing the pattern at bottomof �gure 6.Note that for any MSC X , U(X 0) = X up to isomorphism of MSCs, hene (� ) 0 : X ! X 0 isinjetive on MSCs. Therefore, X = L(G).It remains to show that G is globally ooperative. Let v0; v1 : : : vn be a path in G fromsome initial vertex v0 2 V 0 to some �nal vertex vn 2 V f . As H is globally ooperative,there is one MSC Y in �0(v0) � : : : ��0(vn). It is readily veri�ed that UY is a MSC and thatUY belongs to U�0(v0) � : : : � U�0(vn). Therefore, G is safe. Now let v1 : : : vn be a iruitin G (hene in H) and let Y be a CMSC in the set �0(v1) � : : : � �0(vn).� As L(H) = X 0, the label (p ! q(m)) ? p, resp. (q ? p(m)) ! q, ours in Y if and only if thelabel (p ! q(m)) ! (q ? p(m)), resp. (q ? p(m) ? (p ! q(m)), ours in Y .� As H is globally ooperative and from the �rst ondition in de�nition 7, whenever somelabel p ! (p ! q(m)), or (p ! q(m)) ! (q ? p(m)), or (q ? p(m)) ! q ours in Y , some orrespondinglabel (p ! q(m)) ? p, or (q ? p(m) ? (p ! q(m)), or q ? (q ? p(m)) ours in Y , and vie versa.� Therefore, whenever p ! (p ! q(m)) or q ? (q ? p(m)) ours in Y , both our in Y andfp; p ! q(m)g, fp ! q(m); q ? p(m)g, and fq ? p(m); qg are edges of the ommuniation graphof Y .Thus for any CMSC X in the set U�0(v1) � : : : � U�0(vn), p ! q(m) ours in X if and onlyq ? p(m) ours in X , and sine the ommuniation graph of Y is onneted, the ommuni-ation graph of X is onneted. Therefore, G is globally ooperative.F Completion of the proof of Theorem 7We have established heretofore the main part of theorem 7, namely the equivalene of thetwo assertions. Now given a globally ooperative CMSC-graph G, if B and LinB(X 0) are anexistential bound and a regular representative set for X 0 = L(G0), then 3B and the image ofLinB(X 0) under the simpli�ation rules are respetively an existential bound and a regularrepresentative set for X = L(G). Finally, the proof that G an be omputed from Lin3B(X )is a remake of a similar proof for pure CMSCs and CMSC-graphs. �Now let G1; G2 be two globally ooperative CMSC-graphs. If L(G1) 9 L(G2) is 9-bounded, then this MSC-language is 9-B-bounded for the bound B de�ned in Prop. 6.Therefore, LinB(L(G1) 9L(G2)) is a representative set for L(G1) 9L(G2). By proposition4, LinB(L(G1) 9 L(G2)) = LinB(L(G1)) 9 LinB(L(G2)). Sine both G1; G2 are globallyooperative, both LinB(L(G1)) and LinB(L(G2)) are regular and e�etively omputable.Sine the shu�e of regular language is regular, we get the following.Theorem Let G1; G2 be two globally ooperative CMSC-graphs suh that L(G1)9L(G2)is 9-bounded. Then one an e�etively ompute a globally ooperative CMSC-graph G withL(G) = L(G1)9L(G2). Moreover, G is of size at most exponential in the size of jG1j; jG2j.
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26 P. Darondeau, B.Genest and L.Hélouët8 ConlusionWe proposed a general framework to work with the produts of views of distributed systems,granted that produts are monitored by a single proess, and views are given as globallyooperative CMSC-graphs. Namely, one an test whether the monitored produt of globallyooperative CMSC-graphs an be represented as another globally ooperative CMSC-graph.In that ase, a omplete analysis of the system an be performed with existing tools. Adiretion for future work is to propose guidelines and tools for modeling omplex systemswith at most one monitor proess.Referenes[1℄ Caillaud, B., Darondeau, P., Hélouët, L., and Lesventes L.: HMSCs as Partial Spei�-ations ... with PNs as Completions. in Modeling and Veri�ation of Parallel Proesses,Springer-Verlag LNCS 2067 (2001) 125-152.[2℄ Dubo, C.: Mixed Produt and Asynhronous Automata. Theoretial Computer Siene48, 3 (1986) 183-199.[3℄ Genest, B., Kuske, D., and Musholl, A.: A Kleene Theorem and Model Cheking fora Class of Communiating Automata. In IC 204 (6): 920-956 (2006).[4℄ Genest, B., Musholl, A., and Peled, D.: Message Sequene Charts. in Letures onConurreny and Petri Nets, Springer-Verlag LNCS 3098 (2004), 537-558.[5℄ Genest, B., Musholl, Seidl, H., and Zeitoun, M.: In�nite-state High-level MSCs:Model-heking and Realizability. Pro. ICALP, Springer-Verlag LNCS 2380 (2002)657-668. Journal version in JCSS 72 (4): 617-647 (2006).[6℄ Hélouët, L., Jard, C.: Conditions for synthesis of ommuniating automata from HM-SCs. Pro of FMICS, Berlin, 3-4 avril 2000.[7℄ Henriksen, J., Mukund, M., Narayan Kumar, K., Sohoni, M. and Thiagarajan, P.S.: Atheory of regular MSC languages. IC 202 (1): 1-38 (2005).[8℄ Klein, J., Caillaud, B., and Hélouët, L.: Merging senarios. Pro. FMICS, Linz, Austria(2004) 209-226.[9℄ Lohrey, M., and Musholl, A.: Bounded MSC ommuniation. Information and Com-putation 189 (2): 160-181 (2004).[10℄ Madhusudan, M., and Meenakshi, B.: Beyond Message Sequene Graphs. Pro. F-STTCS, Springer-Verlag LNCS 2245 (2001) 256-267.[11℄ Mukund, M., Narayan Kumar, K. and Sohoni, M.: Bounded time-stamping in message-passing systems. TCS 290 (1): 221-239 (2003). INRIA
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